TTM Technologies, Inc. Recognized by Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems at Their 9th Annual
Supplier Award Conference Recently Held at Danvers, MA
July 7, 2016
COSTA MESA, Calif., July 07, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- TTM Technologies, Inc. (Nasdaq:TTMI) announced that three facilities, Santa Clara
(SC), Sterling (STE) and San Diego (SD) under its Aerospace and Defense/ Specialty Business Unit were recognized by Raytheon Integrated Defense
Systems on June 7, 2016 in two award categories for outstanding service, partnership and excellence in engineering collaboration.
The 9th Annual Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems Supplier Award Conference honored top performing suppliers for their outstanding
performance and commitment to Raytheon. TTM's SC and STE facilities were recognized for their overall quality, on-time delivery and demonstrated
commitment to continuous improvement in the “3-Star Award” category while TTM's SD facility was one of just thirteen special suppliers recognized for
their excellence in engineering collaboration.
In addition, Phil Titterton, President of TTM's Aerospace & Defense Business Unit, spoke to the conference of nearly 400 plus attendees regarding his
contribution to the Raytheon Supplier Advisory Council. The Supplier Advisory Council is comprised of Raytheon and supplier senior leaders who hold
regular, collaborative sessions to share and align goals for improved partnership and collaborative business success.
“We would like to thank Raytheon for these awards and its recognition of TTM as a quality supplier to the defense market. We are committed to
delivering products with exceptional quality, as we strive for excellence through continuous improvement and support our customers with excellent
engineering capabilities,” said Phil Titterton. “We appreciate this mutually beneficial partnership with Raytheon and we look forward to an even
stronger relationship going forward.”
About TTM Technologies, Inc.
TTM Technologies, Inc. is a leading global printed circuit board ("PCB") manufacturer, focusing on quick-turn and technologically advanced PCBs,
backplane assemblies and electro-mechanical solutions. TTM stands for time-to-market, representing how TTM's time-critical, one-stop manufacturing
services enable customers to shorten the time required to develop new products and bring them to market. Additional information can be found at
www.ttm.com.
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